Assessing The Discriminant Validity Of Regression Models And Subjectively Weighted Models Of Judgments.
When either regression models or subjectively weighted models are used as aids in making placement decisions, the discriminant validity of these models is of interest. When all predictor information is used in all decisions, models which assign equal weights cannot simultaneously show high levels of predictive accuracy and discriminant validity; in some settings, both regression models and subjectively weighted models may. The discriminant validity of regression models and of subjectively weighted models was investigated in two judgment experiments. Both types of models showed high levels of accuracy and cross-validity in both experiments. Regression models showed discriminant validity in both experiments, while subjectively weighted models failed to show discriminant validity in the second. The homogeneity of cue validities appeared to moderate both the level of discriminant validity and the relationship between similarity of subjective models, across tasks, and discriminant validity.